
The Mole Week 2
After  getting  to  watch  week  #2  of  the  new  Mole  season
UNINTERRUPTED by kids since they’re with Grandma this week
(can’t put a price on that by the way, it’s funny how simple
pleasures like watching a favorite tv show uninterrupted can
feel really nice :)), I am going to change my mole guess from
Clay to Kristen.  I don’t really have a good reason why; she
was just acting kind of moley.  And her way of sabotaging the
task could have been to get that chain to keep falling off the
bike, cuz that was unfortunate.  Clay had like, one comment
during the whole episode, and I just don’t think they would
shove the mole into the backround like that.  And I have to
add that I just knew this week was going to be the end of Liz
somehow.  Chris thinks the mole is Paul, going with his first
week’s guess.  I guess what I will do is give everybody a
point for every week they guess the mole correctly at the end
once we find out who it is.  Do you have a guess this week,
Jamiahsh?  I got your comment on my other mole post, and I
will repost it here:

After watching the first 2 episodes. It is definitely NOT
BOBBY. Trying way too hard to draw attention to himself with
his ‘overexertion. It could be Alex… unless he really did
leave his journal behind by mistake.
 

Interesting comment.  We too, think that Bobby is drawing way
too much attention to himself to be the mole.  He’s just
coming across as a lazy jerk, and it’s not fun to watch.  I
will go with Chris’ theory on him – he is trying to throw off
other players by acting like the mole.  I see Alex as the guy
who wins everyting – there’s always one of those on every
reality show – and I don’t think he’s the mole.  I don’t know
whether or not he left his journal laying around on purpose. 
He could have done so or he could have left it accidently and
just tried to cover it up with the explanation of trying to
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throw others off.  But anyway, another good episode, and here
is where we stand on mole guesses:

Lisa – Clay, Kristen

Chris – Paul, Paul

Jamiahsh – Clay, ?


